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After you study all of the tabs from this lesson, you will be able to:        

 use the FUTURE TENSE of Regular Verbs to state what people WILL DO. 

TOPIC FOR YOUR Discussion VOICE ACTIVITY   8.06:                              

→ This DVA requires you to give the 
title of a movie you WILL WATCH in 
the near future, including the name 
of the theater, the time of the movie, 
and what you WILL EAT and DRINK 
while at the movie; using the future 
tense. 

 

You will be graded on accuracy and pronunciation. Provide your 

sentence in Spanish. The name of the theater and drink (Pepsi, Sprite…) 

can be in English. 

 
                          REVIEW:  FUTURE TENSE ENDINGS 
 
To state what people will do, use the future tense. To conjugate 
REGULAR VERBS in the Future Tense, all you do is: 
   
Write the verb in the infinitive form + ADD the future tense ending. 
 
That means that, when using the Future Tense, you DO NOT drop the 
“ar”. “er”, or “ir” ending of the infinitive form. You just attach the 
ending to it. 
 
Examples of verbs in the infinitive form: mirar, comer, beber  
 
Some examples of the Future Tense: What people WILL DO:  
 
Yo miraré= I will watch / comeré= I will eat / beberé= I will drink  



 
Below are the future tense endings for each subject pronoun: 
 
Yo = é  ( EXAMPLES: Yo estaré, compraré, jugaré, etc. ) 
tú = ás 
Ud., él, ella = á 
nosotros(as)  = emos, 

vosotros(as) -éis 
Uds. ellos, ellas –án 
 

Example in English, of the type of information I expect 
you to discuss IN SPANISH: 
 

"Next Saturday I WILL WATCH the movie (name 

of movie) at the (name of movie theater) movie 

theater in (city name) at (time when the movie 

starts). I WILL eat ____, and I WILL DRINK ____. 

 

                                         


